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Abstract: This paper considers undenvater propulsion that 
is generated by variations in body shape. We summarize 
and extend some a/the emerging approaches for the uniform 
modeling and colltrol of such underactuated systems. Two 
examples illustrate these ideas. 
I Introduction 
This paper considers the self-propulsion of deformable bod-
ies in (primarily ideal) fluids. We are principally motivated 
by an interest in robotic underwater vehicles that propel and 
steer themselves by changes in shape (e.g. [II, 13, 15] and 
the references therein). rather than by conventional propellers 
and maneuvering surfaces. The purpose of this paper is to 
suggest that a common framework for analyzing and control-
ling these systems is emerging. On the mechanics side, the 
use of symmetry and reduction principles leads to governing 
equations that have us~ful geometric structure [I, II, 13]. On 
the control side, we introduce averaging-based control meth-
ods that are suited to the stabilization of such underactuated 
systems by periodic feedback. 
The biologically-inspired systems we consider here produce 
propulsive forces through the use of oscillatory shape change, 
and one appropriate literature for motion generation in sim-
ilar systems comes from the use of feedforward sinusoidal 
control inputs for kinematic and dynamic underactuated con-
trol systems [3, 6, 8, 17]. Extending these feedforward re-
sults to appropriate feedback inputs that produce stabiliza-
tion and tracking in the general setting is nontrivial and the 
construction often difficult, but results are available for par-
ticular driftless system structures [2.4, 16,20]. Recently, the 
use of averaging has produced oscillatory feedback results 
with simpler construction that apply to classes of configu-
ration controllable dynamic systems [4, 21]. Here we show 
the extension of the relevant averaging and feedback results 
to driftless control systems. We illustrate these ideas with 
two examples: ·an amoeba-like system and a simplified pla-
nar model of a carangiform fish. 
2 Underwater Mechanical Systems 
A deformable swimmer's configuration can be decomposed 
into two types of coordinates. The "group" or "position" co-
ordinates, denoted by g, describe the location of a body-fixed 
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reference frame relative to a fixed reference frame. These co-
ordinates form the Lie group SE(3), or one of its subgroups. 
The "shape" variables, denoted by r, describe the vehicle's 
internal configuration. Together these variables form a prin-
cipal bundle. The vehicle's position and orientation are in-
directly controlled: shape variations couple through physical 
constraints to generate motion in the group variables. 
2.1 Lagrangian Mechanics 
In the most general form, the mechanics of a deformable 
swimmer can be quite involved. As the body deforms, the 
fluid is perturbed. The perturbed fluid in tum influences the 
body's motion. Thus, the general problem involves a set of 
coupled dynamics on an infinite dimensional phase space. 
We adopt a Lagrangian viewpoint for these systems. Neglect M 
ing potential energy terms for the moment, the Lagrangian 
consists of the kinetic energy of the body and the fluid: 
C. = ~qT M(q)q + ~ L m(x" X,)I' 
where q = [gT, rT]T is the vehicle configuration, Xt denotes 
. a fluid panicle position at time t, M and m are the rigid 
body and fluid kinetic energy metrics, and I' is the volume 
element. The fluid of density p fills a domain V outside the 
body. The system may also be subject to constraints (e.g. the 
Kutta condition on lifting surfaces). 
While the general problem of fluid modeling for control is 
beyond the scope of this paper, we note that progress can be 
made by using inherent symmetries and by making simplify-
ing assumptions on the nature of the fluid flow to reduce the 
system to a finite dimensional state space. The two exam-
ples in this paper are made tractable by this line of reasoning. 
We first consider an amoeba-like model. whose surrounding 
flow can be well-approximated by potential flow. The sec-
ond example. which models a real planar robot fish proto-
type, achieves simplicity because the influence of shed· vor-
ticity on the body's movement is ignored. In these examples 
and others. the fluid flow can be reduced to a function of the 
body's velocity. We henceforth assume this simplification in 
our control developments. 
Essentially all deformable swimmers fit within the class of 
general mechanical systems, whose equations of motion as 
derived from the Lagrangian take the form 
M(q)ii+ C(q, q)<i+ B(q) = E(q,q) + Xa(q)va(t) 
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where summation over upper and lower indices is assumed, 
q E 1R n, U E IR. m, M is the mass matrix (or kinetic energy 
metric), C contains Coriolis and centrifugal terms, B con-
tains potential forces such as gravity, E are applied forces on 
the system (such as drag), and X are the control vector fields. 
Typically E decomposes into state-feedback terms Eo(q, q), 
dissipative forces -E,(q)q, and external forcing E2(q,q). 
Solving for acceleration gives 
if = S(q, ti) + Xo(q, q) - D(q)q + Xa(q)va(t) (I) 
where the drift term is S(q, q) = -M-I(q)(C(q, q) + 
E(q,q) + B(q)), and the drag term is D(q)q 
M-I (q)E, (q)q. The time-varying vector fields are Xa(q) = 
M-I(q)Xa(q), while the time-invariant state feedback con-
trols are contained in Xo(q, q) = M- I (q)Eo(q, q). 
The above system (I) can be converted to first order repre-
sentation. Letting x = [qT, qT]T, the equations become 
± ~ Sex) + Yo(x) - D(x) + Y.(x)v"(t) (2) 
with x(O) = Xo. Systems of this type have many favorable 
mathematical properties, including Lie-algebraic ones [19]. 
For example, the Jacobi-Lie brackets between input vector 
fields of a mechanical system vanish: 
[Ya,Yo] = O. (3) 
The Jacobi identity implies that [Ya, IS, Yo]] = [Yb, [5, Ya]]. 
Hence, one may define a symmetric product 
(Yo : Yb) = [Yb, [5, Yo]]. (4) 
A second important equality is the following: 
[v", [Yb, [Ya, S + Yo - Dill = 0, (5) 
which occurs when the polynomial dependence of the vectors 
fields 5, Yo, and D do not exceed order 2 in the velocities, 
which is true for most mechanical systems. 
The principal bundle structure of the configuration space al-
luded to earlier can be used to obtain further refinements. Al-
most universally, the Lagrangian and the inherent mechanical 
constraints of defonnable propulsors are invariant with re-
spect to the Lie group SE(3) or one of its subgroups. Conse-
quently, one can apply reduction theory [1, 9] to simplify the 
resulting equations of motion and to expose useful geometric 
structure in the mechanics. In the absence of constraints, the 
equations of motion are given by Hamel's equations [I]: 
d a£ ac 
diar = or +Fn (6) 
where ~ = g-lg is the vehicle's velocity (in body coordi-
nates), Ft; = F~(g,r,€,f) and F, = F,(r,r,t) are forces 
acting on the mechanism in the position and shape directions, 
and C is the system Lagrangian. Additional flow assumptions 
can lead to further simplifications. For example, in the pres-
ence of momentum preservation constraints, reduction prin-
ciples lead to reduced equations of the fonn [11]: 
-A(r)r + (A9g)-1 (r)p 
adip 
T(r)r - B(r,r) 
where p is a bulk system momentum (in body coordinates), 
and T denotes the "shape forces." With respect to the 
amoeba-like example, this structure arises from the overall 
conservation of body/fluid momentum due to the SE(2) in-
variance of the Lagrangian. The first equation is tenned the 
reconstrnction equation, with A being the local connection 
and A99 the locked inertia tensor. The second equation de-
scribes the momentum evolution (in body coordinates). In 
spatial coordinates, this momentum is constant. In the case 
of zero initial momentum, the momentum evolution is trivial. 
The third equation describes the "shape" dynamics. Assum-
ing that we have complete control over the shape variables, 
in the zero momentum case, the system equations can be put 
into the form of a driftless affine control system (10) with 
q = [gT, rT]T the state and f the control inputs 
[ ; 1 = [ -g1(r) l;- => q = Yo(q)va (7) 
This equation shows the importance of the local connection 
to these problems. In the more general case when the fluid 
motion is not a function only of the vehicle's motion, gener-
alizations of the concepts reviewed here apply. 
3 Representative Systems 
We consider two deformable underwater propulsors. The 
first example. an amoeba-like locomotor, represents systems 
dominated by added-mass effects, while the second example. 
a carangiform-like robot fish, represents systems with strong 
inertial and lifting effects. This section briefly describes ap-
propriate system models. More details can be found in the 
references. 
3.1 An Amoeba-like Propulsor 
Real amoebae are microscopically small. They operate at a 
very low ReynoldS number. and the relevant fluid equations 
are those of creeping flow I. However, the Reynolds number 
of a macroscopic "robot amoeba" operating in water would 
be much higher. We thus make the reasonable idealization 
that the amoeba is a connected deformable body swimming 
through an inviscid and incompressible fluid. We also as-
sume that the fluid is irrotational, and that the amoeba cannot 
generate vorticity-i.e., the amoeba does not have sharp fins. 
The position of the body's center of mass and the amoeba's 
orientation are denoted by 9 E SE(2) relative to a body-
fixed frame. Any "amoeba" robot which we might actually 
construct would have a finite number of actuators. Hence, 
we assume the body's boundary can be described by a finite 
number of :-.hape variables T. 
I Surprisingly, creeping fiON can also be put in this framework. 
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Figure 1: Amoeba-like system with three defonnation modes. 
The kinetic energy of the amoeba-fluid system consists of 
both the swimmer's and the fluid~s kinetic energies. Using 
the group invariance of the Lagrangian, and letting ¢ denote 
the fluid potential, one can show the following. 
Proposition 1 ([11]) The, G-invariant kinetic energy of a de-
formable body in a potential flow has the reduced fonn 
( . ) I [ T 'T} [ f fA 1 [ ~ 1 Ttoto.l r,r,~ = 2{ ,1' AT[ m r 
where IE R6x6 is the "locked added inertia" matrix with 
(f),; = A;!(T)_PO r (¢1('V¢J.n)+¢J('V¢;'n))dS (8) 
2 IE 
where Po is the fluid density, ~ = g-19, and the potential 
takes the linear fonn: L, ¢;~, + L; ¢j";. The term Agg(s) 
is the vehicle's "locked inertia matrix" (considered in the ab-
sence of the fluid), and the second lenn is the classical added 
fluid mass/inertia. The matrix I A E R 6xnr has entries 
(fA),; = A;;(s) - P; ~ (¢;('V¢j' n) + ¢j('V¢;' n))dS. 
(9) 
The local connection fonn, A, can be computed as 
A(s) = rl(s)(fA)(s). 
As an example, assume that the boundary of a circular 
amoeba-like vehicle with nominal radius TO can deform ac-
cording to the three "modes" seen in Figure 1. The amoeba's 
radius, R, at each boundary point is 
R(O', T) = To[l + ,(£, cos(20') + T2 cos(30') + T3 sin(30'))} 
where € is a small parameter prescribing the deformation's 
magnitude, and T, (t), T2 (t), T3 (t) represent the three defor-
mation modes. The 1st and 2nd modes together yield motion 
in the x-direction, the I" and 3,d modes together yield mo-
tion in the y-direction, and the 2nd and 3Td modes together 
yield motion in the 8-ooection. Based on formulas (8) and 
(9), one can show [IIJ that the local connection form for this 
example is 
[ 
£0(1 - a)T2 
A = ,2 To(1 ~ a)£3 
TO T1 
o 
21rT02 pra 
M 
o 
TO T1 
21rT02 pT2 
M 
] +0(,3) 
where a = (27l'T6P)j(M + 1IT6P) and g-19 = [x, y, IiF. 
3.2 Carangiform Locomotion 
The simple fish-like robot discussed in this paper and related 
earlier works [5, 10, 12, l4J consists of a planar three-link 
e 
IV, 
Figure 2: Model for carangiform locomotion. 
mechanism immersed in water (see Fig. 2). The orientation 
of the peduncle and tail joints are denoted by T = ['PI, .J>,}T, 
and are measured with respect to the main body reference 
frame. The forces acting on the system are lift on the tail 
and drag on the body. The comparatively small effects of lift 
on the body, fonn drag on the tail, skin friction, and shed 
vortiCity are ignored. As discussed in [14J, the drag for a 
translating and rotating plate is taken to be 
I l~+a FD = '2pCdh 1I~((a + s)e,) x etll~((a + s)el)ds 
4-a 
and the associated moment to be 
I l~+a MD = '2pCdh IIWa+s)e,)xetll(~((a+s)el)xe,)sds 
4-a 
where p is the fluid density, I is the plate length, Cd is the 
plate's drag coefficient when its velocity lies in the y direc-
tion, h is the plate height, a is the difference in position be-
tween the plate's center of mass and center of geometry. and 
~((a + s)el) is an infinitesimal generator giving the body-
fixed velocity of the plate at the point a + s along the body. 
The value of 8 varies from 4 - a to 4 + a, and the unit vector 
el is in the direction of the body-fixed x axis. The lift acting 
on a fiat plate is 
where €qc is the velocity at the plate's quarter chord point as 
measured in the body frame, et is a unit vector pointing along 
the plate toward its leading edge and A is the piate's area. 
These equations are a simplification via reduction of those 
from [14]. in recognition of the position invariant nature of 
the lift and drag forces. 
4 Averaging 
Oscillatory actuation is a natural approach for achieving 
full control of shape-controlled underactuated mechanical 
systems. Averaging theory, a useful tool for simplifying 
complex systems undergoing periodic forcing, converts the 
nonautonomous vector fields into autonomous vector fields. 
The retained time-averaged terms illuminate the contribution 
of the oscillatory controls. These averaging coefficients are 
denoted by 
Y <a) (t) - 1.' 1.'n-' 1." a()d d (n) - 0 0 ... 0 V 81 81'" 8n _l' 
For the case where there are multiple upper and lower indices. 
assume that they are the product of the above type of integral. 
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As an example 
y(a,b)() Veal y(b) (r' a() ) (r' b ) (1,1) t = (1) (1) = Jo V 8, dS1 Jo V (81)ds1 . 
The time average of an averaging coefficient results in an av-
eraged coefficient, V(t) = ~ f: Y(t)dt. Additionally de-
fine V~~~ = v~~~ - V~~~ and for the multi-index version 
Y- (A) (A) "(Af (N) = YeN) - YeN) where (A) = (a"a2, ... ,aIAI) and 
(N) = (n1' n" ... , nINI)' 
Control systems are usually classed into two categories: with 
or without drift. Prior work on averaging for underactuated 
mechanical systems has primarily focused on those systems 
for which accessibility and controllability can be achieved 
with first order Lie brackets or symmetric products. As dis-
cussed in [21, 22], however, a number of interesting systems 
require higher order effects in order to achieve a full range of 
motions. :The carangifonn fish robot is a particular example 
of such a~ystem as it can realize a turning maneuver using 
second level symmetric products. Previously ([21]) the au-
thors developed a second-order'~yeraging technique for such 
systems with drift. Similar results hold for systems without 
drift. Below we first present a new theorem for driftless sys~ 
terns, followed by the analogous results for those with drift. 
Consider the driftless .affine control system, 
t7'.4 
q = Ya(q)ua(q, t), (10) 
defined on some domain D eRn. For oscillatory inputs 
ua(q, t) = J"(q) + va(tjE), 
q = Ya(q)J"(q) +Ya(q)va(t/<) (II) 
where va(t) are T-periodic functions with zero average, and 
J" (q) is a state dependent term that can be used to stabilize 
the directly controlled states. A transformation of time puts 
it into the required averaging form, 
dq 
dT = <Ya(q)!"(q) + <Ya(q)va(t). (12) 
Theorem 2 Consider the system (11) and the initial value 
problem 
i = Ya(z)f"(z) + ,y~~i(t) [Ya(z), Y,(z)fb(z)] 
+,y~~:g;(t) [Ya(z), Yb(Z)] (13) 
with z(O) = qQ. If the control vector fields and the inputs are 
Lipschitz continuous in the state, continuous ill both state and 
time, and the solution z(t) ED, then q(t) - z(t) = 0(,) as 
,~ 0 on the time scale I. Furthermore, q(t) - z(t) = 0(,) 
as € ---+ 0 for all time if z = 0 is an asymptotically stable 
critical point o/the linear approximation of (13). 
Proof: See appendix. 
Systems with drift have an analogous structure with added 
terms representing dynamic effects. A standard fonn for os-
cillatory control of systems with drift is 
j; = S(x) + Yo(x) - D(x) + ~Ya(X)va(t/<) (14) 
€ 
where x = (q, q), S(x) is the drift, Yo(x) denotes state-
feedback terms, and D(x) denotes dissipative terms. 
Theorem 3 (Second order averaging [21)) Consider the 
system (I4) and the initial value problem 
i = S(z) + Yo(z) - D(z) - y~~::; (Ya : Yb) 
+~, y~;::;(t) [[Ya, S + Yo - D], [Yb,S + Yo - D]] 
-Hy~~:::~\(t) - y~~i y~:',~\ . (Ya : (Yb : Y,») 
+ l,(lr'y(a,b)(T)dTy("d)(t) r'y-(a,b)( )dT 4 ,Jo (1,1) (1,1) - JO (1,1) T 
y~f!1f(t))·[(Ya: Yb),(Y,,: Yd )] 
(IS) 
with z(O) = zoo If the control vector fields and input 
forcing are smooth junctions oj their respective arguments. 
and the Lie bracket properties of (3) and (5) hold, then 
x(t) - <I>¥(z(t)) = 0(,) as < -> 0 on the time scale I. Fur-
thennore x(t) - <I>¥(z(t)) = 0(6«)) as, -> Oforall.t, if 
z = 0 is an asymptotically stable critical point for the linear 
approximati01; of the system in (I5). . 
5 Motion Generation 
In order to track trajectories, we must be able to generate mo-
tion in arbitrary directions in state space. In the two Classes of 
systems which we are considering, these directions are char-
acterized by Lie brackets for kinematic systems and symmet-
ric products for configuration controllable dynamic systems 
(for a discussion of configuration controllability, see [7]). 
Motion generation and open loop trajectory tracking have 
been studied extensively for driftless nonholonomic systems 
[8, IS, 17, 20]. However, while it is straightforward to 
generate motion along one Lie bracket direction, trajectory 
tracking requires simultaneously and independently generat-
ing motion along all directions necessary for co~troJlability. 
As we show in this section and the next, this task can be ac-
complished through appropriate use of feedback. 
In systems of the form (10), m states are directly con-
trolled, and Lie brackets are fonned from the vector field 
Ya . As is known from the above references, generating mo-
tion along a direction corresponding to a Lie bracket B of 
order p can then be accomplished with inputs of the form 
'PI = a cos(pwt), <PH = sin(wt). At least one vector fields 
Ya will occur only once in B. We then assign ¢I to the con-
trol input Ua and <PH to the controls that correspond to the 
remainder of the vector fields occurring in B. To indepen-
dently generate motion in all directions simultaneously, we 
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superimpose the controls for each direction and use a differ-
ent frequency band for each motion. We will assign frequen-
cies starting with first level Lie bracket motions and work up 
through increasing levels. Start with W, = 1. Let Pi be the or-
der of the next Lie bracket to have an assigned frequency and 
Pi-I the order of the Lie bracket for the previously assigned 
frequency. Then we choose the new frequency 
{ 
PiWi-l + 1, if Pi = Pi-l 
Wi = Pi_lWi_l + 1, if Pi > Pi-l (16) 
and subscript the corresponding Q' as ai. This choice of con-
trols will move the system independently in any direction, 
and the amount of motion in the different directions can be 
scaled with the use of a. Superimposing the contributions 
from each bracket to be generated results in controls of the 
fonn 
Matters are a bit mOre difficult for dynamic syste~,,;but a 
corresponding result holds. Specifically we are interested in 
systems which are configuration controllable with synunet-
ric products up to second level. If the system (14) is con-
figuration controllable of order 2, we know that there exists 
a set of linearly independent"vector fields Ya. (Ya : Yb). 
(Ya (Yb: Y,)) that span R". For the elements Yab = 
(Ya : Yb) from this set define 
(:b = "abC~S(Aabt), (~b = COS(Aabt), (18) 
where Aab E Z+, the Qab are scalar constants and the Aab 
are chosen as in (16) with p = 1. For the elements Yabc = 
(Ya : (Yb : Y;,)) define 
"~~'" = aab, cos(yI Aab,t), ~~l, = COs(yI I Aab,t) (19) 
where Aabc E Z+ and the O:'abc are scalar constants. Unless 
a = b = c, at least one index in (Ya : (Yb : Y,)) occurs 
uniquely. To the control corresponding to this unique index 
assign ~~bc' and to the other two assign ~~lc' If an index is 
repeated, choose vI = 2 and VI I = 1. If no index is repeated, 
choose vI = 3, and assign e!bc to u a• To u b assign E~tc with 
vII = 2, and to UC assign e!lc with VII = 1. The frequencies 
Aabc are chosen according to 
A112 = 3Am -l,m, Aijk = A{ijk}-l + 3Am -1.m + 1. 
Now sum the appropriate components to get 
(20) 
6 Trajectory Stabilization 
Given the previous averaging and motion generation results, 
we can now apply state feedback to stabilize underwater sys-
tem response to a desired trajectory. 
For driftless systems controllable with first level Lie brackets, 
such as the amoeba, the system average was given above. 
Motivated by this result and those in [8. 17], we can assume 
that any kinematic system controllable with Lie brackets up 
to level P with inputs (17) can be expressed as 
p 
.i = Ya(z)f"(z) + L £i(z)Hi(a) = £(z)H(a) (21) 
i=l 
where £,i(z) is a matrix whose columns are all the Lie brack-
ets oflevel i and Hi(a) are the corresponding parameterized 
coefficients from the previous section. 
Theorem 4 Consider a kinematic system of the form (10). 
which is controllable with Lie brackets up to level p and 
where the dimension of the subspace spanned by the brack-
ets at level i is ni. Assume that there exist functions of the 
fonn (17) such that the linearization of H(o:) with respect 
to 0:' at a = 0 is invertible on the subspace to control. and 
let z(t) be the averaged system response. Then there exists 
K E RCI: .,)X" such that for 
Q = -AKz(T ltfTJ) 
where a E RL ni and A E IR(n-m)x{n-m). we have the 
stabilized average system response limt->oo z(t) = O. 
Proof: See appendix. 
Using the averaged system response for a second order sys-
tem with the parameterized controls (20), we can rewrite the 
averaged dynamics as 
.i = S(z) + Yo(z) - D(z) + B(z)H(a) (22) 
Theorem 5 ([21D Consider a mechanical system ofthefonn 
( 14 J. which is configuration controllable with first and second 
level symmetric products. and where the dimensions of the 
spaces spanned by Ya. (Ya : Yb). and (Ya : (Yb : Y;,)) 
are respectively, m. nab, and nabc. Assume that there exist 
functions of the form (/8 J and (/9 J such that the lineariza-
tion of H(o:) with respect to O! at Q = 0 is invertible on the 
subspace ro control, and let z(t) be the averaged system re-
sponse. Then there exists K E lR.(nab +n""c)x2n such thatfor 
0= -AKz(T ltfTJ) (23) 
where Q E IRnab+nabc and A E IR(n-m)x{n-m} is an invert-
ible matrix, we have the stabilized average system response 
limt_oo z(t) = O. 
7 Simulation Results 
To demonstrate these ideas, we will consider the two exam-
ple systems introduced above. As discussed, the amoeba is 
a driftless, kinematic system and the fish is an underactu-
ated mechanical system. Using the three mode shapes dis-
cussed in Sec. 3, the amoeba is free to move in the plane 
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Figure 3: Trajectory tracking for amoeba-like system. 
and is thus controllable. Simulation results for a desired he-
lical trajectory are shown in Fig. 3 for M = 0.01kg and 
TO = O.2m. The orientation remained constant, while the er-
ror was at most on the order of 3% of body radii. The shape 
went through about 1000 iterations and traveled a total dis-
tance on the order of 6 body radii, which is consistent with 
the calculation in [11]. 
As derived, the carangifonn fish is described by Hamel's 
equations (6) and more generally by (2). A symmetric prod-
uct can be used to generate forward locomotion, and the Lie 
bracket between the drift and the peduncle angle control vec-
tor fields can be used to generate rotation while in motion. 
While this effect comes from a first level Lie bracket, a slower 
turn can also be effected through a second level symmetric 
product. Study of such effects requires the higher order aver-
aging and motion generation treated above. Results for such 
effects can be found in [14, 15]. The first order symmetric 
product and Lie bracket for this system evaluated at the ref-
erence configuration ([WI, W,] = [0, OJ) for typical physical 
parameters (see [15]) give, for the group variables, 
(Yl : Y,) 
[YI,S+Yo-D] 
'T (0.15, 0, 0) 
(1(6,6), 0.27~1' -18.706f 
where f is a function of the lateral and rotational body veloc-
ities, ~2 and 6. respectively. The symmetric product demon-
strates that forward locomotion is theoretically possible. The 
Lie bracket shows that a turning motion is achievable; it must 
be mentioned that the lateral translation and the turning do 
not oppose each other in directing the carangifonn fish to 
reduce the error. Thus. in the plane we have rudimentary 
control over forward motion and bearing. which can be used 
for locomotion. The results of tracking a straight line along 
the x-axis given an initial position error are shown in Fig. 4. 
Steady state error is within 5% and could be eliminated by 
including an integral tenn in the feedback control functions 
(23). Actual experimental results can be found in [15]. 
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Figure 4: Trajectory tracking for carangifonn fish. 
8 Conclusion 
The mechanics of defonnable underwater propulsors operat-
ing in simple fluids satisfy several properties that hold in most 
operating regimes. Furthennore, we have found that oscil-
latory controls and averaging techniques apply quite gener-
ally to sllch systems. Their Lie-algebraic stmcture simplifies 
the averaging process for systems with drift and their typical 
SE(3) invariance allows for reduction. 
Two examples, an amoeba-like swimmer and a carangifonn-
like mechanism, illustrated these ideas. By using simplifying 
fluid dynamic principles. both models were rendered finite-
dimensional, and therefore tractable. The amoeba can suc-
cessfully track nearly arbitrary planar trajectories, while the 
carangiform system can track straight and curved trajectories. 
Ongoing researcb seeks to more deeply understand the uni-
versal nature of such systems at a more fundamental level, 
specifically with the inclusion of fluid dynamics in the princi-
pal bundle structure. The averaging process to arbitrary order 
will also be critical for more complicated systems requiring 
higher order brackets. 
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A Proofs 
Proof of Tbeorem 2: We will use the theorem of Sanders 
and Verhulst [IS] as it applies to affine control systems. 
Transform time to the form in (12). For the average, we will 
need to calculate 
z = iF(z) + <20(z). 
The first order average is easily seen to be 
F(z) = Ya(z)f"(z). 
The second order term begins with 
G(z, t) = Hi' ya(z)va(z, r)dr, Yb(Z)vb(z, t)]. 
Using linearity of the Lie bracket, 
G(z,t) = ~ [J~Ya(Z)J"(z)dr'Yb(z)fb(z)] 
+~ J~ Ya(Z)ua(t)dr. Yb(Z)fb(Z)j 
+t J; Ya(z)J"(Z )dr, Yb(Z)Ub(t) 
+t J; Ya(z)ua(t)dr, Yb(Z)Ub(t) . 
(24) 
From the time independence of the vector fields, and the 
skew-symmetry of the Lie bracket, the first tenn vanishes. 
For the average we get 
O(z) = 2'r Jd [J; Ya(z)Ua(t)dT, Yb(z)fb(z)] dt 
+2'r Jd [1; Ya(z)f"(Z)dr, Yb(z)Ub(t)] dt 
+2'r Jd [J; Ya(z)ua(t)dr, Yb(Z)Ub(t)J dt. 
Using integration of products and the zero-average assump-
tion of the time dependent inputs, the two mixed tenns can 
be consolidated. Moving the time dependent coefficients out-
side the Lie brackets. 
O(z) = Vi~!(t) [Ya(z), Yb(z)fb(z)] +~ Vi~:g!(t) IYa(z), Yb(Z)]. 
All together, the averaged system is 
z = <Ya(z)f"(z) - <2Vi~!(t) [Ya(z), Yb(z)fb(Z)] 
+~<2Vi~:gM IYa(z), Y,,(z)] , 
which after a transfonnation of time, and application of the 
relevant theorems in [18J gives the desired results. _ 
Proof of Theorem 4: Given the assumptions on the sys-
tem, the averaged system (21) is controllable. Linearizing 
the system with respect to z and Q: yields 
. = 8 (LH(a» I B(0)8H = A [_0] 
z 8 z + 8 a z + Br a. 
z z.o=o c¥ 
(25) 
For the averaging result to hold. the system parameters Q 
must be constant over Whole periods. Allowing the values of 
the parameters to be modified at the endpoints of each whole 
period results in a discrete time system, the dynamics are ob-
tained by direct integration of (25): 
z(T) = eAT z(O) + eAT foT e-AT dr [ ;r ] a. (26) 
To perfonn this computation, note that the matrix A can al-
ways be block diagonalized by a state space transfonnation 
such that the real part of the eigenvalues of the upper left 
block (of dimension m x m) correspond to the states that are 
directly controlled and in the average are all negative, those 
of the middle block are either positive or negative and those 
of the lower right block are all zero. We will assume that A 
in (26) is in this block diagonal structure. Now we effectively 
have the discrete, linear system 
z(h + 1) = AZ(h) + Ba(h) 
where A o 0 ] MBr 
with 
M = [ eA,T A,' (01 - e-A,T) 0 ] 
TI+~rzJo 
where Jo is a matrix with ones on the superdiagonal and zeros 
elsewhere. The proof is completed by finding any matrix K 
such that with a(h) = - (MBr) -1 Kz(h) = -AKz(h), 
the eigenvalues of A - f3KA are within the unit circle. _ 
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